
Market Update:

Just a quick update for you as some of our investors have recommended a shorter
newsletter moving forward.

The market pre-market yesterday was down 3% due to the inflation report
remaining stubbornly higher than desired. However, the S and P 500 actually
touched upon a very important technical area at 3,505 which represents a 50%
retracement according to Fibonacci technical analysis.

Apparently, that was all that was needed at the open as computer trading kicked
in, in a very big way and buying commenced and at the time of this writing on the 10th of October at 1 pm
central time, with only two hours remaining before the markets close, most market indices are now up just
under 3%. This represents an almost 6% swing! One of the rarest events you will ever witness on a single
trading day. This has only happened twenty times in stock market history.

The market had gotten way too compressed. Investors had gotten way too negative, and the market has
been looking for any good news at all to spring up. A couple of the inflation readings were a bit better and
that coupled with great earnings reported last night from PepsiCo have proven that earnings still matter,
and it is simply a matter of time now before the FEDs pause on interest rate increases.

However, look for the FED to raise rates two more times and they will “break something”. When that
happens, they will quickly pivot and the rally will be on for months in a big way. Historically speaking,
when a set up happens like we are experiencing now, the market is higher by approximately 50% within
eighteen months.

Could we go lower though in the short-term? Of course. In fact, the range of S and P 500 from 3,000-3400
should provide a very supportive platform as the 3,500 and 3,600 levels have been very supportive for the
past four plus months.

The worrisome factors remain in inflation, prevailing higher interest rates and that darned Russia/Ukraine
war (Black Swan event) that seems to never ever end. The other factors to be concerned about are more
layoffs, consumer spending pullback that will negatively impact future earnings and lack of home buying
now and into the future.

Make no mistake what the Fed is doing here is more about forcing workers back into the work force after
the “GREAT RESIGNATION” to force down wage inflation than it is to force down energy or food
prices. Will other inflation come down as a result? Of course, it will, it will have to come down in
connection. Big companies have been complaining for months of how they can’t find workers along with
smaller businesses as well. This has caused a bidding war for any remaining workers available.

The Federal Reserve is convinced this is the greatest threat to our economy and they want workers to get
off the couch and go back to work. How do they force that to happen? By creating the “PAIN” they have
been mentioning in their Fed meeting minutes. By raising rates so quickly and so highly compared to what
people had adjusted their lifestyles to, they pop the “Wealth Effect” bubble, the Housing Bubble, the
Crypto Bubble and now the used car and new car bubbles.

These results create so much pain that workers must decide if they can remain at home with no job and
pay much higher interest rates on their debt, take on new debt to remain at home or decide how long they
can pay fifty to one hundred percent higher food prices???

The result will be more layoffs, more pain with higher interest rates and a full tilt recession. In my opinion,
this will create a plethora of employment opportunities and employee choices for companies and then you



will receive interest rate cuts, low inflation and a normalization of the economy.

The good news will be forthcoming too. It is just a matter of when not if; that the War ends between
Russia and Ukraine, interest rates top and then begin being cut, used cars will be at normal prices within
months, new car inventories are beginning to flood into dealerships again (look for 0% financing again and
big rebates) and home prices across the country will be down 20% on average from their May peaks of
this year within a year or so from now.

Life is how you look at it. Is the glass half full or half empty? It is still the same glass of water. The
markets are the same way. It has been a brutal year no doubt. However, the markets have always been two
steps forward and one step back. The one step back this year has been a larger one and a painful one, but
we are so close to getting this behind us, please remain patient as we are about to go higher by a good
amount in my opinion in 2023 and beyond. I wouldn’t be shocked to go lower over the next two weeks and
then rally strongly to finish the year higher than 4,000 on the S and P 500 (about 10% higher than the
3,660 level we are at the time of this writing).

The average return for stock market years that end in “3” is approximately 15.8%. If inflation begins
falling dramatically at the end of this year or early in the year next year, look for an outsized return for
2023 in the 25% to 35% return range. This would allow us to hit a new all time high in the low 5,000s,
perhaps around 5,200 to 5,400.

This will be one of the great buying opportunities. October is a huge month for Certificate of Deposits or
“CDs” to mature (stemming from the October crash of 1987). If you have cash you have built up at your
bank or Savings institution or a CD maturing this month, please call me so we can discuss all of the great
buying opportunities the market is now giving us. I will be putting much cash to work over the coming
weeks. Call me to take advantage of this opportunity before the winds change.

Much to look forward to. Turn off your TVs and turn on your Lives! As we approach Thanksgiving in a
few short weeks, we have much to be thankful for. Let’s be positive and grateful for those things.

Call me if you have questions!

My best,

Morris

For informational purposes only. Investing involves risk. Past performance may not be indictive of future performance. 
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